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Human capital is 
our best value



Quality geotechnical data is 
the key to design a reliable 
and cost-effective project...

GEOINTEC is specialized in the field of geotechnical, geophysical, 
hydrogeological and environmental services. Our dedication to engineering 
related to building, construction, civil engineering, renewable energy 
resources and mineral resources fields, is already long and based on 
the extensive experience of our technical team.

Human capital is our best value. GEOINTEC makes great efforts to 
maintain a motivated, trained and highly skilled technical team of 
Geotechnical Engineers, Renewable Project Experts and Senior Field 
Geologists. 

Currently our company works on the following business lines:

1-. Geological and Geotechnical Consultancy and Engineering.
2.- Exploration in contaminated soils.
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“Human capital is our best value.”



2sectors
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“We provide specific solutions and the full 
spectrum of geotechnical services.”

Solar PV 
Thermosolar
Wind Power
EHV Substation & 
Transmission Lines
Industrial
Building & Civil Projects
Each industry and sector of activity has its own processes. We provide 
specific solutions and the full spectrum of geotechnical services.

We leverage our global footprint and leading expertise to provide 
geotechnical solutions in remote geographical areas and in extreme 
climates.



3capabilities “Focus in all project stages.”

From GreenFielD
to tHe operation 
staGe
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The activity of GEOINTEC focuses in all 
project stages, from Greenfield stage to 
the Operation stage, providing the best 
geotechnical solution for all of them. 
GEOINTEC has a wealth of specialized
resources to manage project risks, especially 
for those which are performed in difficult or 
challenging conditions, remote geographical 
areas and extreme climates where we frequently 
work.

A combination of professional capabilities, 
specialised equipment and a proper planning, 
a well-thought-out exploration programme 
for subsurface characterization, are the key 
to succeed and obtain a quality geotechnical 
data to design a reliable and cost-effective 
project.
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Quality 
geotechnical 
data is the 
key to design 
a reliable and 
cost-effective 
project...



4pro-
Jects

“Geotechnical Engineers,Renewable Projects Experts, 
Senior Field Geologist.”
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Supervision and control of ground 
investigaction surveys. Technical 
assistance for construction stage.

Site selection, geological risks, 
interaction with the ground water 
table, Geological and geotechnical 
mapping.

Soil and rock slope stability and 
foundation studies. Analysis U.L.S. 
for shallow and deep foundations, 
subsidence, global stability, 
uprooting and S.L.S. deformations 
and 3D settlements analysis.

Stability of excavations and 
open pits, supports elements for 
excavation stage, containment 
structures in operational stage.

Lowering of groundwater levels for 
excavation. Calculation of critical 
flows and gradients.

+1.000
Geotechnical Studies
+1.600
MW Renewable Projects
+2.500
Drilling meters/year
+1.000
Load Test/Ramming Test

The vast experience gained in 
various areas and the work done 
in collaboration with engineers, 
architects, construction builders
and promoters, allows us to cover
projects of any size from direction 
and supervision until the close 
collaboration with the technical 
departments.



5WorlD
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“We have experience for over five continents...”
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middle east & asia
Jordania Japan
africa
Angola Argelia Egypt
Kenya Namibia Morocco

We have experience for over five continents, consolidated in LaTAM 
and Africa where we have conducted many projects, and emerging-
growing in Asia and Middle East.

We have technical teams moving all over the world, provided with the 
most modern geotechnical equipments and samplers.

Our company is able to move teams in reduced time, performed 
the required geotechnical tests and send the samples to accredited 
laboratories in almost anywhere in the world.
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europe
Spain Portugal Andorra
latam & caribbean
Brazil Chile Jamaica
Mexico Panama



6contact
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Geointec Head Office
Edificio Altagracia C/ Segundo Mata 1, Planta 2, Oficina 11
C.P.: 28224 Pozuelo de Alarcón (MADRID) Spain

(+34) 91 715 4485
info@geointec.com

Geointec Barcelona
AV. Ernest Llunch nº32 TCM2 1º Planta, 
C.P.: 08302 Mataró (BARCELONA) Spain
  
(+34) 649 380 254
barcelona@geointec.com

Geointec Chile
Avenida Nueva Tajamar 481, Oficina 1403 
7550099 LAS CONDES (SANTIAGO) Chile
  
(+562) 24053662
chile@geointec.com

www.geointec.com




